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I . INTRODUCTION
One of the most frequent mathematical routines encountered in 
experimental work is the fitting of observations to an equation, empirical or 
otherwise. The techniques for doing this are by now standard^- ^ and a number 
of computer programs are available for this task.5 Generally these are not 
adapted for use on a time-sharing system, or do not allow extensive testing 
of the statistical significance of the results.
In order to establish the significance of experiments on field
£
evaporation as well as on field emission of electrons, we have developed 
LEASTB, a flexible program in BASIC, designed for curve fitting of polynomials 
on a time-shared computer. This is adapted to general use in analyzing experi­
mental parameters, and has proved very satisfactory for testing statistical 
significance. The techniques employed in LEASTB are routine; however, the 
wide utilization of this program makes it desirable to document the procedures 
adopted. This report provides an elementary outline, based largely on the 
monograph by Guest,^ of the theory underlying the least-squares analysis of 
polynomials and the statistical testing of the resulting parameters, as it 
relates to the program LEASTB currently in use.
Supported by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research (AFSC), USAF, 
under Grant AFOSR 72-2210,. and in part by the Joint Services Electronics 
Program under Contract DAAB-07-67-C-0199.
2II. LEAST-SQUARES ANALYSIS
Assume that the function of interest, U(x), can be represented by 
a polynomial of degree p in the independent variable x, that is by
i-1U(x) = E B x J . (1)
j = l J
U(x) is the value of the dependent variable calculated for a given value of 
x. Observations have been made of both x and the dependent variable y, and 
i pairs of data are available. These will be used to determine an approxi­
mation to Eq.(l), given by
P+  ^ i-1u(x) = E b xJ . (2)
j=i J
The problem now is to choose the coefficients b^ to best represent the 
available information. As the criterion of success we adopt the least-squares 
principal--that is, we minimize the sum of the squares of the deviations vi
of the experimental points i from the trial curve (1; . Here v. is just the 
distance along the y axis between the experimentally observed point (x.,y.) 
and the trial curve.
In fitting the data in this way it will be assumed throughout that 
only the dependent variable, y, is endowed with any uncertainty, As an 
indicator of the deviations from the true value y to be expected at any 
point i we use the variance
var y. = ECy.-Y.)2 = CT.2 , (3)
3where the symbol E denotes the expectation value.
To allow for the possibility that the variance of the observations
omay differ from one point to the next, the squares of the deviations v. 
will be weighted by a factor w^, where
W i 2 *CT .1
(4)
These prescriptions can be summarized by the statement that the coefficients 
bj will be chosen so as to minimize the quantity
R = 2£ w.v. = £ w.[y.-u(x.)] i i  . l yi v i'l-l l
= £ w . (y. -£b .x-? )
•-1 i i  i J i i=l J J (5)
This minimization is accomplished as usual^ by insisting that
ÔR_
db. = 0 k = 1,2,--- p+1 , ( 6)
yielding the p+1 "normal equations"
p+1
£ w.(y.- £ b .x-? Sx*? 
i=! 1 1  j=l J 1 1
= 0 (7)
which can best be presented in the form
" j-i k-l _ “ k-l£ b. £ w.Xj x. - £ w.y.x.
3=1 Ji=l 1 1  1 i=1 1 1 1
k = 1,2,--- p+1 ( 8)
4For the sake of clarity we introduce two new symbols:
‘ j-i k-i£ w.x. x . = 0. .i l l  Hcji=l
(9a)
M, 7 k-1£ w .y .x . r l  li=l
(9b)
The normal equations (8) now appear in the form
P+1
ji A j bj = Mk k — 1,2,--- p+1 ( 10)
These have to be solved for the coefficients b in order to
j
determine the best fitting polynomial representation. To accomplish this, 
as well as to arrive most simply at subsequent tests of the statistical 
significance of the coefficients, it is now convenient to convert to matrix 
notation. The quantities 0 form the elements of a square matrix of order 
(p+l)x(p+l). M^, as well as b^ . can be considered elements of the column 
matrices M and b, both of order (p+l)Xl. Instead of Eqs.(10) we can there­
fore write
0b = M . ( 11)
This matrix equation can be solved by premultiplying with 0 ~ \  the inverse 
of j£, to give
b = KM
£  = &
(12a)
where (12b)
5
Matrix inversion is one of the standard operations available in BASIC, so 
that with Eqs. (12) the task of deriving the least-squares polynomial 
coefficients is completed.
III. ESTIMATION OF VARIANCE
It still remains to assess the standard deviations o' of the
coefficients, as well as of the fitted values u(xi>. For this it is useful
to introduce three additional matrices: X, a matrix of order (p+l)Xn, is
k-1made up of terms x^ ; Y, of order nxl, is the array of experimentally
observed ordinates y .; finally, W, of order nxn, has the elements W... The1 ~  ij
last is a diagonal matrix and is just given by w ^  the weight of observa­
tion of i. These, as well as all other matrices to be used here, are 
summarized in Table 1.
Instead of Eqs. (9) we can now write
(13a)
and (13b)
The estimated polynomial coefficients are therefore given by
b = KXWY . (14)
The difference between the estimate b and the true value B, which arises 
from the difference £ between the observed quantities y^ and the true values 
, is just
b-B = KXW6 . (15)
6Table 1
Definition of Matrices
Matrix Order Elements
0 (p+l)X(p+l) A - , _ £ j-l k-1 ÿ jk ' 4kj - . ^ w lx l xi
b
rsj (P+I) xl b^, estimated coefficients
M (P+l) xl M _ £ k-1 M. - E w.y.x. k . , r  l l i=l
(p+l)X(p+l) (_i.
ii
X
rsj
(p+l)Xn k-1x .l
W nxn W. . = 0, i + jl j
W ii = Wi
Y nx 1 y., observed ordinatel
6
r**j
nx 1 (y.-Y.)1 ly
Bf** (p+l)Xl B., true coefficients J
X (p+l)Xl x^ , evaluated at set points
7The covariance matrix of the coefficients is by definition3 the 
expectation value of the square of (b-B), i.e.,
n1 n1 T1 T1 T1 T1E(b-B)(b -B ) = KXWE(66 )W X K .
r s ^  rs -»  r s ^ s ^  rsj
(16)
We shall assume that there is no correlation between the differences (y -Y )i i'
from one observation to the next. The off-diagonal elements of E(66T) 
therefore vanish, leaving only terms E ^ - Y ^ 2, which, according to Eq.(3) 
and (4), are given by
E (y. -Y.)w  i ]/
W is itself also a diagonal matrix, with elements w^; the product of the 
two is just the unit matrix I, so that
E(b-B)(bT-BT) = KXWXTKT .rs-* r«» rs-» <-n-» r>w* (17)
Inasmuch as the matrix^ is symmetric. Therefore
and also
A  - £
Equation (17) can now be written as
E(b-B)(bT-BT) = KXWXTK .r*~i cv-> (18)
8But according to (13a)
0 = XWX ,
so that
E(b-B) (bT-BT) = K0K = K .
rsj rsj rss (19)
The quantities of immediate interest are the variances E (b -B )^, and the
J j
are obtained as the diagonal elements of Eq. (19),
se
var b . = K.. . J JJ (20)
The variances of the fitted quantities u(x) are now immediately 
accessible. We can express u(x) as the scalar product
u(x) = b x , (21)
where x is the column matrix of elements x-^ evaluated at preselected values 
of the abscissa.
u(x) - U(x) = (bT-BT)x
and
var u(x) = E[u(x)-U(x)]2
= xTE[(b-B)(bT-BT)]x
( 22)
9Relying on Eq.(19) we find
var u(x) T= X Kx . (23)
One crucial step in these estimates is the assumption that
2var y . = a .l l
This is not always appropriate, and two particular examples should be noted:
A. All measurements have the same variance a ,
2 2E(y.-Y.) = a i = 1--- n . (24)
Under these circumstances all observations are weighted equally;
and
i = 1--- n
T T 2 E (66±)Wi = a I .
In this the simplest type of least-squares analysis, the final results appear 
in the form
and
var b . J = a k . ,JJ
var u(x) 2 T= CT x Kx .
(25)
(26)
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B. The variance of the observed quantities is given by
var y = <j f(x) (27)
This is a form commonly encountered in analyzing non-linear trial functions, 
as for example
N = Aexp-Ct . (28)
The customary procedure is to transform this to
Z = InN = InA-Ct , (29)
and to work with the new dependent variable Z.
Applying the standard rules^ for the effect of errors in the 
independent variables x and y on a function \|f(x,y), namely
var \|r(x,y) - (|^)2var x + (|^fvar y,
we f ind
var Z var N
(30)
(31)
If the measurements of N all have the same expected deviation c , then
2 crvar Z (32)
11
11
1
In general, if Eq.(27) is applicable, then
1
1
1 i(x/)
and
(33)
1
m
2avar y. = —  .
J 1 W .1
(34)
I
■
In examining the covariance matrix, Eq.(16), it is now evident that
I
T T 2 E(66 )W = a I , (35)
i
yielding the same end results as under paragraph A.
I IV. TESTS OF SIGNIFICANCE
mm
Up to this point the degree of the polynomial used to fit the
i
i
experimental data has been assumed fixed. In general, it is important 
establish whether polynomials of higher or lower power than the one 
selected could more adequately represent the data. An; immediate .
to
. . 8 . n 2 indication of this is provided by 2 w.v. j the,.sum pf squares
i=l
minimized in the least-squares procedure. This is related to s2, the
I
2unbiased estimate of the variance a of an observation of unit weight, 
through^
i
i
n 2 2 w.v.
2 i=l 1 1 s = --------V
(36)
■
■
i
v = n-p-1
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Except for data sets involving a very limited number of degrees of freedom v,
2 os can be used interchangeably with the sum of squares Ew.v. as an indication
i 1 1
of the adequacy of fit.
A decrease in the sum of squares on increasing the power of the 
trial polynomial is not necessarily a guarantee of a better representation.
It still has to be demonstrated that the polynomial coefficients are 
statistically significant, in other words, that the probability of obtaining 
the magnitude of the coefficients through random error is small. This test 
is accomplished by forming the ratio^
b ,-B .
a = i 3S(b.) * (37)
which is distributed as the parameter t in Student's test11"13 with v = n-p-1 
degrees of freedom. By letting B . = 0, we test if the coefficient b differs
J j
significantly from zero.
The probability of finding a value of g greater in absolute magni­
tude than t is given by 2Q(t), and can be most conveniently calculated^4 
using the series
'=■ ;^9+sin9(cos0
1-2Q (t)<
(= - 9 rr
2 3q 2*4-
+ 3e08 e+— F 3 T ~ ( V .2)
V = 1
^ 4 ^ c o s v-2e v > 1, Odd
(38)
l-2Q(t) - sin0«il + |cos20 + -i*|*cos40 + --- V^ ~ ^ cosV~20 ^ z 2»4»6-- (v-2)
0 - arctan
S
v = even
13
A large value of Q(t) indicates a low level of significance; an upper limit 
of 1-5% is usual.
This same general procedure can be applied not only to the poly­
nomial coefficients, but also to the fitted values of the dependent variable. 
For these, it is usually more important to have available an estimate of 
the confidence limits,^ that is of the limits within which there is a 
preassigned probability Pr of finding the fitted values. This is accom­
plished as follows:
The probability of obtaining a value of
b-B
s(b) £ -t.
is given by Q(tp. This is equivalent to the statement that Q(t^) is the 
probability of finding
B ^ b+t^s(b) .
Similarly the probability that
b-B
s(b) Si t2
is given by Q(t2 ), which is also the probability that
b-t^s(b) * B .
The desired probability Pr of finding
14
b+t^s(b) ^ B ^ b-t2 s(b) (39)
is therefore
Pr = 1-Q(t2)-Q(t1) , 
or, as it is customary to pick t^ = t^,
Pr = l-2Q(t) . (40)
The problem now is to calculate the value of t appropriate to the
confidence level l-2Q(t). This is accomplished using the asymptotic
. 16 expansion
fl(u) f2(u> f3(u)t ~  u + + + --------
fl(u) = ^(u3+u) f2 (u) = ^ ( 5 u 5 + 16u3 + 3u) (41)
f3(u) “ 'jg^Pu + 19u + 17u - 15u)
f4 (u) = 9 2 160<791* + 776u7 + 1482u5 - 1920u - 945u)
u is that argument of the normal distribution function
u 2
p(u) = [ exp - dx
J S  -® 2
for which
(42)
l-P(u) = Q(t) . (43)
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For17 0 < Q(t) <; 1/2
u = n - -------
1+d^h+d 2 3 2h +d3h
with cQ = 2.515517 d = 1.432788
c1 = .802853 d2 = .189269
c2 = .010328 d3 = .001308
and h =Jln 1/Q2 (t) .
(44)
The absolute value of the error in u is less than 4.5xl0~\
This completes the outline of the techniques employed for testing
individual polynomial expressions. It should be noted, however, that the
more usual procedure for determing if a polynomial of lower degree than the
one selected could give as adequate a representation of the data is the
18use of the F-test. In this, the sums of squares in two polynomials, one 
of degree p, the other of degree p+j, are formed in the ratio
2 w . v2 ; 1 P,
Ew.v , . . 
i 1 P+J>3-
n-p-j-1
(45)
This is distributed as the function F with v^ = j, v2 = n-p-j-1 degrees of
freedom. When j = 1, that is when only the next higher polynomial is tested,
2F - t and the F-test reduces to Student's t-test. This is the situation en­
countered in our application. Testing the individual coefficients for sig- 
nificance proves more informative and the variance ratio test has therefore 
not been applied.
16
There remains one final problem: comparison of two coefficients
or fitted values, determined from separate experiments, each characterized 
by a different variance for an observation. Although there is still not 
agreement on a rigorous test for the significance of differences between 
two such variables, we have followed the procedure suggested by Welch.^
As an example, in testing the values K  and b'j for the polynomial 
coefficient b^ derived from two different experiments we examine the ratio
gd
b'. - b'.'
[s2(b')+s2(K’)] 1/2
(46)
This is distributed approximately as t; for the number of degrees of
20freedom v it is customary to take
[s2(b’)+s2(b")]2—■■■■ ■■ J ■ ■ J
s4(b;) s4(b")
— f- + — &-
(47)
When the standard deviation of an observation is the same in the 
two determinations, the problem becomes simple. Student's distribution then 
holds rigorously for (46), and the number of degrees of freedom is given 
by the sum v'+v". in either case, the procedures developed for carrying out 
the t-test can now be applied routinely.
V. PROGRAM NOTES
A program in BASIC designed for the Sigma 5 system has been 
written to do the calculations outlined in the previous sections. 1 This
17
program, LEASTB, is listed in section VII. It requires first of all that 
the maximum number of points n be set prior to running, in order to define 
the dimensions of the matrices used.
Steps 10-1520 calculate the polynomial coefficients using Eq.(12).
At the start, in steps 605-610, the user is given the choice of calculating
the standard deviation of the coefficients according to Eq.(25) or Eq.(20),
2by either entering 0 or 1. In option 0, ct is estimated from the sum of 
squares, Eq.(36). In option 1 instead each point is weighted separately, 
and it is assumed that an indication of this weighting will be provided in 
the program. If weights L(I) are known from statistical considerations or 
separate measurements, they should be entered together with the experimental 
points in lines 100-498, in the formX(I), Y(I), L(I). In this case, the 
statement "695 READ L(I)" must be added, and the form of the weighting must 
be given in step 700.
Alternatively, an expression for the weights involving X(I) and 
Y(I) can be entered in statement 700. For option 0, or if separate weights 
are unnecessary, the data are entered as pairs X(I), Y(I). Statement 720 
defines the function F (I), which is used in all subsequent calculations instead 
of Y(I). This allows us to operate on the raw data and to change it into a 
more easily analyzed form. This capability is especially important for 
linearizing exponential relations, such as rate equations, which occur fre­
quently in physical problems. As indicated in Section III, Eqs.(28)-(32), 
working with In Y(I) instead of the original dependent variable makes the 
least-squares analysis of rate equations quite straightforward.
Although matrix routines are used throughout the program, the 
elements of and M are defined individually (steps 980-1160) rather than
18
by matrix equations. This is done to economize on the memory required.
Inrthe matrix formulation, W is a matrix of order nXn, and would swamp 
the computer if more: than a few points are analyzed;Jr The.path adopted 
in the program involves W as an n-dimensional vector only. To improve the 
accuracy of the matrix inversion routine crucial in the solution of the 
normal equations, steps 1130-1190 normalize the elements of the matrix 0 to 
the order of unity. This should reduce round-off error, especially for 
higher order polynomials.
Steps 1560-1660 are devoted to evaluating the standard deviation 
of the polynomial coefficients, using either Eq.(25) or (20), as called for 
by the option at the start of the program. Thereafter, the steps up to 
2300 test the statistical significance of the coefficients. This examination 
by the t-test is accomplished with Eqs.(37) and (38).
At this stage (steps 2320-2340), the user is given the choice of
desired output. Typing 0 will skip all further calculations and will cause
the program to advance to step 3240. Option 1 will create a brief summary, 
in which are listed the original data X(Y) and Y(I), the fitted quantity, 
as well as the difference between the fitted quantity and the experimental 
input. It is important to note that the original data entered in lines
100-498 are recorded in the first two columns. In the third the fitted
quantity calculated is F from step 720, not Y.
Option 2 will create a complete listing of X(I), F(I), the 
fitted data, the percent difference between the last two, together with 
the standard deviation of the fitted quantity. Most important is the last 
column, in which are listed the 95% confidence increments of the fitted
19
values. Twice this increment defines the width of the confidence interval.
The confidence interval is set in step 2560 by giving to Ll the value of 
Q(t) desired in Eq.(40). Steps 2560-2960 carry through the calculation of 
t for this value of Q(t), based on Eqs.(41) and (44). The standard deviations 
of the fitted values are calculated in 2970-3060, by resorting to relation 
(26) or (23). The remaining parameters are calculated and printed in 
steps 3080-3180.
There are still other choices of output available. By loading 
LEASTF after LEASTB, the format of option 2 is changed. The fitted values, 
their standard deviation and 95% confidence increments are printed out at 
eight evenly spaced values of the independent variable, set by step 2586 of 
LEASTF. This has two advantages. For later plotting, it is often convenient 
to have listings at integer values of the independent variables. Also, when 
a large amount of experimental data has to be analyzed, the time for printing 
the analysis on the Teletype set becomes excessive. The abbreviated output 
available through LEASTF is then most helpful.
It is also possible to obtain a listing of the 95% confidence 
increments for the polynomial coefficients. This is accomplished by loading 
LEASTG after LEASTB. In this program the step sequence is altered so that 
the appropriate value of t is calculated regardless of which form of output 
is requested. The additional confidence increments appear immediately after 
the t-test values in the printed record.
At the end of program LEASTB, in steps 3240-3340, the user has the 
option of terminating the analysis, by printing 0, or else by typing 1 to 
raise the degree of the trial polynomial and commence a complete new 
analysis.
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VI. PROGRAM CHECKS
Program LEASTB has been checked in a variety of ways. The correct 
operation of the least-squares routine (steps 10-1520), when all weights are 
equal, has been confirmed by running the same data through the program 
POLFIT, from the GE time-sharing library, and by comparing with example 
6.1.4 from Guest.1 For differently weighted data points, example 10.2.2.1
O
from Guest as well as example 6.2 from Bevington have been run on LEASTB.
Differences of approximately 1% were found in some of the coefficients and
the standard deviations. These, however, stem from round-off errors in the
worked examples, not from the deficiencies of LEASTB.
The calculations for Student's t-test of the polynomial coefficients,
steps 1580-2300, have been verified in trial calculations against Table 26.10
13of Abramowitz and Stegun. Agreement with the tabulated values of l-2Q(t) 
was found to be better than 5 in 10^ for degrees of freedom v from 1 through 60. 
No checks were made for very small values of l-2Q(t) below 10~6, and the 
occurrence of negative values indicates a deficiency in the range of ~10~10.
This is unimportant, of course, since confidence levels of 10  ^ are about 
as low as will be found useful.
The 95% confidence limits calculated in steps 2560-3220 were 
checked by comparing values of t obtained there against Table 26.10 of 
Ref. 13. Agreement is at least to 5 parts in 10,000.
The operation of the program as a whole, such as going to higher 
powers, or changing over to an output set by LEASTG or LEASTF, has been 
established reliable in many actual calculations. The latter has also 
been verified against example 6.1.4 in Guest.
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VII. WEIGHTED LEAST-SQUARES PROGRAMS
The text of LEASTB is given on pages 22-25, followed on 26 by 
LEASTF, to be inserted for abbreviated output at set points, and LEASTG, 
which prints out confidence limits for the polynomial coefficients. The 
output formats and general operations are indicated by 4 actual analyses 
of a set of 5 points, drawn from experiments on field evaporation.^
1* Fit to a first degree polynomial, with abbreviated output, 
on page 27. At the end of the run, the command for analysis with a higher 
order polynomial is given, resulting in 2.
2. Data analysis with a 2nd order polynomial, and complete data 
summary, on page 28.
3. Repetition of the curve fitting to a 2nd order polynomial, 
but with the output at preselected points set by LEASTF (page 29).
4. Repetition of analysis 2, with 95% confidence increments of 
the coefficients printed out by adding the program LEASTG.
In all these examples, the program has been modified slightly, 
to give a more meaningful printed output. In the original data, the 
logarithm of the ratio of 2 rates is plotted against the ratio of 2 fields. 
It is simpler to present the actual values of these quantities, rather 
than ratios, and this is accomplished by steps 690 and 710 inserted into 
the standard programs.
22
PROGRAM LEASTB
10 REM PROGRAM WILL ACCEPT AT LEAST 60 P0INTS*4TH ORDER POLYNOMIAL 
20 DIM X<N)*Y(N>*E<N>*F<N>*TCN>*W(N>
30 DIM L<N)
40 DIM B(5)*GC5)*M(5>*QC5)*VC5>
60 DIM KC5*5>*0<5*5>
80 DIM U(5*N)*Z(N*5)*D(1*1 ) * S ( 1 * 1 )
100 REM LINES 100-498 FOR DATA IN FORM XC1>*Y<1>*X<2)*YC2>....
101 REM IF POINTS NOT OF EQUAL WEIGHT * ENTER X<1)*Y<1)*L<1)...
500 PRINT
520 PRINT M WEIGHTED LEAST SQUARES ANALYSIS"540 PRINT 
560 PRINT
580 PRINT "NO. OF POINTS* DEG OF P0LY"J 
600 INPUT N*Pl
605 PRINT "FOR DISPERSION*PRINT 0"J
610 INPUT 01
615 G9 = 0
620 MAT, W a ZER
640 MAT 8 ZER
660 FOR I = 1 TO N
680 READ X(I)* YCI)
690 REM W(I) a WEIGHT OF POINT I
695 REM F0R PRESET WEIGHTS* INSERT 695 READ LU>700 WCI) a i  
720 F < I ) a yd)
730 REM F<I) USED TO LINEARIZE EQUATION IF NECESSARY
740 NEXT I
760 FOR I a i TO N780 FOR J a i T0 pi + i
800 U<J*I> a X(I)tCJ-l)
805 IF J<> 1 GOTO 820 
810 IF XU) <> 0 GOTO 820 815 UC1*I) a j 
820 NEXT J 
840 NEXT I
850 MATSIZE E<N)*FCN)*T<N)*WCN)
860 MATSIZE 8CP1+1)*GCP1+1)*M(P1+1>*Q<P1+1),VCP1+1)
880 MATSIZE UCP1*1*N)*Z<N*P1+1)
900 MATSIZE KCP1♦1*Pi♦1)*0<P1 + 1*P1 -U )
910 REM COEFFICIENTS GIVEN BY MATRIX EQUATION 0*B = M920 MAT M a ZER
940 MAT 0 a ZER
960 MAT D * ZER
980 FOR J * 1 TO PI + 11000 FOR I a i T0 n
1020 M(J) a MCJ) + WCI)*FCI)*U<J*I)>
1040 NEXT I
1060 F0R K ■ 1 TO PI ♦ 1 
1080 FOR I s 1 T0 N
1 100 0 ( J* K ) * 0CJ*K) + W(1)*U(J*I)*U(K*I)1120 NEXT I
1130 G9 = G9 +0CJ*K)
1140 NEXT K 
1160 NEXT J
1165 REM STEPS 1130-1190 NORMALIZE ELEMENTS 0F MAT 0 T0 UNITY 1170 M9 a (PI+1)»2/G9 
1180 MAT 0 a CM9)*0 
1190 MAT M = CM9)*M 
1200 MAT K = INVCO)
1220 MAT 8 a k*M 
1240 MAT Z a TRN(U)
1245 REM E(I) a POLYNOMIAL EVALUATED AT X(I)
1250 REM TCI) = RESIDUAL) SC 1,1) a VARIANCE 1260 MAT E a z*b 1280 MAT T a f -£
1300 FOR I a i T0 N
1320 0(1*1) = DC 1 * 1) ♦ WCI)*T(I)121340 NEXT I
1360 PRINT
1380 VI = N-P1-1
1390 REM VI * DEGREE 0F FREEDOM 
1400 MAT S a (l/Vl)*D 
1420 REM 
1440 PRINT
1460 PRINT "STAND DEV a"SQR(SC 1 * 1))
1480 PRINT " "
1500 PRINT "POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS"1520 MAT PRINT B 
1540 PRINT " "
1560 PRINT "STAND DEV 0F COEFFICl ENTS"1580 FOR J ai TO PI ♦ 1
1590 IF 01 > 0 GOTO 1610
1600 VCJ) a SQRCKCJ*J)*M9*SC1*1))
1605 GOTO 1620
1610 VCJ) = SQRCKCJ*J)*M9)
1620 NEXT J
1630 REM MAT V * STAND DEV OF COEFFICIENTS 
1640 MAT PRINT V 
1660 PRINT " "
1680 PRINT "T-TEST CONF LIMITS* DEG OF FREED =" VI 
1690 REM MAT G TESTS COEFFS A LA STUDENT* STEPS 1700-2280
1695 REM G = PROB THAT ABS VAL OF COEFF DUE TO RAND ERROR1700 FOR J a i T0 pi + i 
1720 MCJ) a 8(J)/VCJ)
1740 QCJ) a ATNCABSCMCJ))/SQRCVl))1760 IF VI = i GOTO 2000 
1780 IF CV1/2 - INTCV1/2)) a 1800 A1 * 0*B1 a i 0 GOTO 1900
241820 T1 a C0SCQCJ))
1840 G0SU8 2120
1860 GCJ) = <2/3.141592653)*<QCJ) + SINCQCJ>>*S1)1880 GOTO 2020
1900 A1 a -1,B1 a o
1920 T1 a i
1940 G0SUB 2120
1960 GCJ) a SINCQCJ))*S11980 G0T0 2020
2000 GCJ) a C2/3.141592653)*QCJ)2020 NEXT J 
2040 MAT M a C0N 2060 MAT G a m - q 
2080 MATPRINT G
2095 7 9  ^ GCP1 + 1 ) CHECKED ONLY DOWN TO E-06J ERRORS AT E-
2100 GOTO 2300
2110 REM SUBROUTINE 2120 EVALUATES SERIES FOR GCJ)2120 SI = T 1
2140 IF VI a 2 GOTO 2280
2160 IF VI a 3 GOTO 2280
2180 FOR K a 2 T0 Vl-2 STEP 2
2200 A 1 a A 1 ♦ 2* 81 = B1 + 2
2220 T 1 a T1*CA1/81)*CC0S<Q<J)))»22240 Si = si + Ti
2260 NEXT K
2280 RETURN
2300 PRINT
2320 PRINT “PRINT N0.>O F0R SUMMARY")2340 INPUT E
2350 REM 1 GIVES PRECIS# 2 FULL ACCOUNT2360 PRINT 
2380 PRINT
2400 IF E < 1 GOTO 3240 
2420 IF E > 1.5 GOTO 2560
2440 PRINT "X-ACTUAL"#"Y-ACTUAL"#"Y-CALC"#"PCT-DIFF"2460 PRINT2480 FOR I a 1 70 m
2500 PRINT XCI)#YCI)#ECI)#TCI)*1OO/ECI)2S20 NEXT I 
2540 GOTO 3220 
2560 LI a .025
2580 PRINTUSING 2600#"X-ACT"#"F-ACT"#"F-CALC"#"PCT-DIFF"#"ST-DEV"
2600 * ##### ##### ###### ######## ###### ##### 0
2620 PRINT
2625 IF T9 > 0 GOTO 2635
2630 REM CALC OF 95% CONF LIM OF FITTED VALUES 2632 G0SU8 2640 
2635 GOTO 2970
2640 ON VI GOTO 2940#2900#2860 
2660 U = SQRCLOGC1/Ll*2))
"95-PC
####
25
2680 CO * 2.515517,01 « .802853,02 « .010328
2700 01 « 1.432788,02 * *189269,03 * *001308
2720 U a H“CCO+C1*H+C2*H»2)/<1+D1*H+D2*H*2+D3*H» 3)2740 Fi a (Ut 3 +u>/4
2760 F2 a (5*Ut5 + 16*U»3 + 3*U)/96
2780 F3 a ( 3*Ut 7 ♦ 19*U»5 ♦ 17*U»3 - 15*U>/384
2800 F4 a ( 79*Ut 9 + 776*U»7 + 1482*Ut5 - 192Q*U»3 - 945*U)/92160282 0 G a u ♦ F1 /VI + F2/Vlt2 ♦ F3/VH3 + F4/VM42840 G0T0 2960
2860 G a 3.182
2880 G0T0 2960
2900 G = 4.303
2920 G0T0 2960
2940 G = 12.706
2960 RETURN
2970 F0R I * i T0 N
2980 F0R J a i T0 PI + 1
3000 G(J) a U<J,I>
3020 NEXT J
3030 REM MAT V,MAT O N0W HAVE NEW MEANING3040 MAT V = K*G
3060 MAT D = G*V
3080 T<I) a TCI)*1OO/ECI)
3090 IF 01 > O G0T0 3110 
3100 R * SQR(OC 1,1)*M9*S(1,l)>
3105 G0T0 3120
3110 R a SQRC0(1,1)*M9)
3120 PRINTUSING 31 40, X< I > ,F CI > ,E< I > ,TU ) ,R,G*R3140 *-#.####!!!! -#.####!!!! -#.####!!!! -#.##!!!! -#.###!!!! -#.#
#! ! ! ! §
3160 NEXT I 
3180 G0T0 3220 
3200 PRINT 
3220 PRINT
3240 PRINT "NEXT DEG"J 
3260 INPUT D 
3280 IF D < 1 G0T0 3340 3300 LET PI a pi + i 
3320 G0T0 760
3330 REM FORMULAE F0R T-TEST FR0M N8S TABLES,STATI STI CS FROM GUEST 3340 END>
PROGRAM LEASTF 26
2570 MATSIZE EC8)*TC8)*UCP1+1*8)2575 DIM AC5,8)
2580 FOR I » 1 TO 8 2583 S5 a 1
2586 TCI) 3 CS5 + CI - I)*2E-02>*5.7
2587 REM TCI) NOW HAS NEW MEANING 2589 F0R J s [ |0 p| + |
2592 AC J> I ) 3 TCDtCJ-l)
2595 NEXT J 
2598 NEXT I
2600 PRINT " X","Y-CALC">"ST-DEV,S"95-PCT INC*' 2970 F0R I 3 i T0 8 2975 EC I) = 0 
3000 G CJ) 3 AC J«I)
3010 EC I) 3 EC I) ♦ BCJ)*GCJ)
3080 PRINT
3120 PRINT TCI)j£CI)«R#G*R 3140 REM DELETED
CLEAR
>L0AD LEASTG 
>LIST
PROGRAM LEASTG
2100 G0T0 2285
2285 LI * .025
2290 G0SUB 2640
2295 MATV * (G)*V
2305 PRINT M95X C0NF INCREMENT"
2310 MATPRINT V
2312 T9 = 1
2315 PRINT " "
27
BASIC
>L0AD LEASTB 
>L0AO TS0MG7 
>SET N = 5
>690 X(I) * 5•7 *X(I )
>710 C5 = 2
>720 F( I j » Y(I) - C5
>FAST'
14:34 12/08
WEIGHTED LEAST SQUARES ANALYSIS
N0. OF POINTS# DEG 0F P0LY ?5#1 
F0R DISPERSION#PRINT 0 ?0
STAND DEV » .667156 
POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS
STAND DEV OF COEFFICIENTS
T-TEST CONF LIMITS# DEG OF FREED a 3 
4.22357E-03 3.78216E-03
PRINT NO•>0 FOR SUMMARY ?1
-55.7268 9.58350
7.05172 1.16731
X-ACTUAL Y-ACTUAL Y-CALC PCT-DIFF
5.75557
5.77678
6*02262
6.19123
6.43165
1.10776 
1.35930 
4.60659 
6.22143 
7.28038
-.568243
-.365035
1.99098
3.60682
5.91094
57.0172
75.5175
30.9198
17.0403
10.6677
NEXT DEG ?1
A
28
STAND DEV = 7.00510E-02 
POLYNOMIAL C0EFFICIENTS
-437.994 135.634 -10.3723
STAND DEV 0F C0EFFICIENTS
23.2710 7.67058 •631105
T-TEST C0NF LIMITS« DEG 0F FREED * 2
2.81099E-03 3.18304E-03 3*6817 4E-03
PRINT N0.»O F0R SUMMARY ?2
X-ACT F-ACT F-CALC PCT-DIFF ST-DEV 95-PCT
5.7556 -.89224 -.94050 -5.13 5.169E-02 .2224
5.7768 -.64070 -.60086 6.63 4» 68 3E-02 • 2015
6.0226 2.6066 2.6559 -1.86 5.119E-02 .2203
6.1912 4.2214 4.1647 1.36 4.998E-02 .2151
6.4317 5.2804 5.2962 -.299 6.883E-02 .2962
NEXT DEG ?0
3340 HALT 
>CLEAR>
LOAD LEASTB 
>LOAD LEASTF 
>L0AD TS0NG7 
>SET N * 8
>690 X(I) a 5.7+XCI)
>710 C5 » 2 
>720 Fill a Y(I) - C5 
>FAST ' -
14*37 12/08
WEIGHTED LEAST SQUARES ANALYSIS
N0. 0F POINTS# DEG 0F P0LY ?5#2 
F0R DiSP£RSI0N#PRINT 0 ?0
STAND DEV » 7.00510E-02 
POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS
-437.994 • 135.634 -10.3723
STAND DEV 0F COEFFICIENTS
23.2710 7.67058 •631105
T-TEST C0NF LIMITS# DEG OF FREED * 2
2.81099E-03 3*18304E-03 3.6817 4E-Q3
PRINT N0.>O FOR SUMMARY ?2
X Y-CALC ST-DEV 95-PCT INC
5.70000 -1.87492 6.99385E-02 .300946
5.81400 -2.72390E-02 4.14762E-02 .178472
5.92800 1.55084 4.42885E-02 .190573
6.04200 2.85933 5.20304E-02 .223887
6.15600 3.89822 5.16141E-02 .222095
6.27000 4.66752 4.64023E-02 •199669
6.38400 5.16722 5.57700E-02 .239978
6.49800 5.39732 9•53177E-02 •410152
NEXT DEG ?0 -
3340 HALT 
>CLEAR
L0AD LEASTS 30
>L0AD LEASTG 
>L0AD TS0NG7 
>SET N » 5 
>690 X<I> * 5.7*X<I>
>710 C5 * 2
>720 F(Ij a Y<I) - C5
>FAST
14t40 12/08
WEIGHTED LEAST SQUARES ANALYSIS
N0. 0F POINTS# DEG 0F P0LY 75,2 
F0R DISPERSION,PRINT 0 70
STAND DEV = 7.00510E-02 
POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS
-437.994 135.634 -10.3723
STAND DEV 0F COEFFICIENTS
23.2710 7.67058 •631105
T-TEST C0NF LIMITS« DEG 0F FREED * 2
2.81099E-03 3.18304E-03 3.6817 4E-03
95% C0NF INCREMENT
100.135 33.0065 2.71565
PRINT NO•>0 FOR SUMMARY 72
X-ACT F-ACT F-CALC PCT-DIFF ST-DEV 95-PCT
5.7556 -.89224 -.94050 -5.13 5. 169E-02 • 2224
5.7768 -.64070 -.60086 6.63 4.683E-02 .2015
6.0226 2*6066 2.6559 -1.86 5.119E-02 • 2203
6.1912 4.2214 4.1647 1.36 4.998E-02 .2151
6.4317 5.2804 5.2962 -.299 6.883E-02 • 2962
NEXT DEG 70
3340 HALT 
>CLEAR
31
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